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use the free trial version on.Q: How to prove the general

solution of a homogeneous second order differential
equation is $a_1 x^2 e^{ -x} + a_2e^{ -x}$? Question:

Find the general solution of the second-order
nonhomogeneous differential equation: $$y'' + a y' + by

= f(t)$$ I have no problems on finding the general
solution for a homogeneous equation. But how do I go

about finding the solution for a nonhomogeneous
equation? A: Hint : $$y''+ay'+by=f(t)$$ Then the

general solution is :$$y=Ae^{pt}+Be^{ -pt}$$ So, you
have to find the real polynomial with A, B such that
$$Ae^{pt}+Be^{ -pt}=f(t)$$ And you will get it. Q:

Java: JSON Schema using EclipseLink JsonSchema Maven
Plugin I'm new to using JsonSchema in Maven for my

Java project. Can anyone please advise on the following.
I'd like to define a JSON Schema using EclipseLink

JsonSchema Maven Plugin. Is it possible? If so, please
provide an example of what the JSON Schema might

look like for a student object. Thanks A: This is an
example of a JsonSchema. Perhaps I have it wrong, but

this looks to me like a JsonObject. { "$schema": "",
"title": "Example", "description": "", "type": "object",
"properties": { "name": { "description": "", "type":

"string", " 6d1f23a050
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